A computational framework for modeling irradiation creep and swelling is developed to estimate creep strains, swelling strains and the dose dependent evolution of microstructural characteristics such as dislocation density, void number density and void size in pure, single crystal metals. This work represents an attempt to construct a comprehensive and self-consistent description of the physical processes that occur during the application of temperature, stress, and irradiation, in that cross-talk between individual microstructural models is allowed during their mutual evolution in time. The coupling of microstructural evolution to the strain generating models is responsible for the following results: the variation of the steady state creep rate with dose in the early part of the irradiation history; the observation that irradiation creep displays a maximum in temperature and falls off at high temperature, similar to swelling; the linear dependence of steady state creep on stress with a discontinuity at (r = 0 resulting from the influence of stress on the void number density. The major violation of self-consistency is the isolation of void nucleation from the microstructural evolution. The magnitudes of creep strains computed with the model compare favorably with measured values for nickel.
Introduction
Virtually all reactor components exhibit some degree of macroscopic deformation during irradiation. Structures such as fuel cladding, control rod guide tubes and BWR assembly wrappers have all been found to experience strains large enough to seriously degrade their performance. In order to account for these strains in the design of reactor components, designers and modelers use empirical correlations which relate the extent of deformations to the controlling parameters such as stress, temperature, and neutron fluence.
Empirical models describing irradiation creep and void swelling for various materials are abundant in the literature. The utility of these models is, however, greatly limited because they do not account for variations in many of the key parameters such as initial dislocation density or displacement rate. It is therefore impossible to extrapolate the known correlations to different conditions with any degree of confidence. In order to facilitate such an extrapolation it is necessary to develop "m~ha~sm-bask' models of the strain produc-* Graduate Student. ** Associate Professor.
ing processes. These models will provide physically justifiable methods of extrapolating empirical correlations and identifying key parameters. In addition, mechanism-based models will serve as an important means of verifying theoretical descriptions of various ~crost~ctural processes. Many mechanism-based models of irradiation creep and swelling processes have been presented over the past several years [l-lo] . However, modeling the microstructural evolution of a solid under irradiation requires that the individual process models be combined to form a "macro" model. A fundamental problem common to each of these models is a lack of self-consistency and completeness with respect to the evolution of microstructure. That is, the individual models do not properly account for or recognize each others' existence. Processes such as the generation and annihilation of dislocations are usually ignored and the response of each process to the action of applied stress is often neglected.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the development and performance of a macromodel for estimating creep and swelling, which utilizes existing mechanismbased models of microstructuml evolution during irradiation and combines them in a fashion which allows for communication between them. This effort is intended to ~22-3115/86/$03.50 @ Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) be a first attempt at developing a complete, self-consistent description of the evolution of creep and swelling in single crystal nickel under irradiation. The emphasis is, therefore, on the amalgamation of existing models into a macromodel and not on the individual processes themselves. The framework and methodology so constructed can, however, be used to evaluate individual mechanistic models.
Background
In order to formulate a self-consistent macromodel of creep and swelling, two basic components are required. The first is a complete description of the strain generating processes which occur at a given dose level. The second is a description of microstructural evolution which can be used to integrate the strain process over an irradiation history. Over the past several years, many investigators have made contributions to each of these areas, and preliminary work has been done on merging the two components together. The initial development of microstructural modeling of strain generation was performed by Harkness, Tesk and Li [l] in 1969. These authors employed reaction rate theory and simplified nucleation models to simulate the evolution of void and interstitial loop distributions during fast neutron irradiation.
Swelling rates were computed from the void behavior. Creep due to dislocation glide was calculated on the assumption that loops and voids served as dispersed barriers to glide. Creep due to the climb of dislocations was neglected and the dislocation density held constant.
Even in the absence of an evolving dislocation density, Harkness et al. were able to tune (through adjustable parameters) the model to compute swelling behavior rather accurately. The model generated irradiation creep rates which increased with dose rate, but decreased with increasing dose and temperature.
The dose behavior is in direct conflict with experimental results published subsequently.
Three years later Wolfer, Foster and Gamer [2] developed a similar approach but included some additional considerations.
The dislocation glide model was modified to account for the stress exerted on the dislocation by loops acting as barriers. Creep strain contributions from dislocation climb and the preferential nucleation of loops were also added. As with Harkness' model, voids and loops were treated but no explicit account was made for the evolution of the network dislocation density. The authors reported a stress enhancement in swelling and glide-induced creep rate which is proportional to the swelling rate. Although no detailed evaluation was made, they reported that the creep rate due to preferential loop nucleation is in better agreement with measurements than that due to glide.
More recently, Weiner and Boltax [3] developed a microstructural model of creep and swelling which included dislocations, voids, interstitial loops and vacancy loops. The creep model includes contributions from the stress induced preferential absorption (SIPA) driven climb of dislocations and loop growth. Creep due to glide is entirely neglected. Void and loop nucleation models were empirically fitted to the data of Brager [ll] , but again there is no explicit account made of network dislocation evolution.
The calculated creep rates are found to be fairly insensitive to temperature below 450°C but rise rapidly as the temperature is increased to 55O'C where they again level off at a higher value. The creep rate increases with dose as the loop population evolves and saturates when loop growth slows.
Aside from the projects discussed above, little else has been reported on the development of complete models. The bulk of the literature focuses on detailed descriptions of individual processes and mechanisms. Sophisticated computations have been made on the stress dependence of point defect capture rates , and the results have been used to develop SIPA descriptions of creep [4, 7, 9, 10, 12] . Additional descriptions of creep due to dislocation glide have also been advanced 1531.
Recent efforts by Wolfer [16, 17] have lead to the development of models for network dislocation evolution. These models allow the computation of the dose dependent dislocation density and therefore its impact on dose dependent glide and climb strains. The incorporation of these models offers an opportunity to investigate microstructural relationships that could not be adequately evaluated when the early microstructural modeling was performed.
The computational model developed in this paper combines the rate theory of creep and swelling with the ability to track the evolution of the dislocation network in the attempt to develop a self-consistent description of dislocation evolution and its relation to the strain producing dislocation mechanisms. given at the beginning of a time step, defect concentrations and process rates are computed. These rates are assumed to be constant and act for the length of the time step At, at the end of which each variable is updated to its new value according to the relation X(t + At) = X(t) + (dX/dt)At. Concentrations and process rates are then recomputed based on the updated microstructure, and the procedure continues.
Macromodel development
The goal of this project was to construct a macromodel that, while complete, was also self-consistent and simple. Toward this end, many of the geometric complexities of the real material were removed. In FCC nickel, dislocation loops tend to form on {ill} planes, and the dislocations responsible for glide are generally found on {ill), (110) slip systems [18] . Because the slip planes are not orthogonal, the application of stress or strain tensors to the system requires a complicated mathematical transformation. In order to simplify the situation, the orientation of loops and network dislocations was taken as being based on orthogonal Cartesian planes rather than (111) planes. This representation allows for a less complicated description of the material while preserving the fact that microstructural elements form in discrete orientations.
A further simplication is made by neglecting the existence of faulted interstitial loops. The effect of this simplification is merely to limit the model's applicability to temperature regions where the loop density is low.
This section describes the individual process models which comprise the macromodel.
Each of the models is expressed in terms of several material parameters. The definitions and numerical values of these parameters are given in table 1. Recall that the macromodel is intended to be a framework within which various descriptions of creep may be investigated.
Individual creep models are treated as interchangeable modules and only one example is discussed in this section.
Strain generation
The macroscopic strains resulting from the climb and glide of edge dislocations may be expressed as a nonelastic strain tensor which may be decomposed into the sum of a dilatational component (swelling) and a distortional component (creep), where C is strain rate, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, I/glide is the glide velocity of the dislocations causing the shear strain, p is the density of dislocations properly oriented to yield this strain component:
8 llj, and on the i th slip plane.
Strain rates due to dislocation climb are given by the expression [21]:
where p is the density of disloca;ions properly oriented to yields this strain component:
, Vclirnb is the climb velocity of the dislocations causing the strain, i and b are defined as above. In order to compute the strain and strain rates. expressions for the climb and glide velocities of the network dislocations are needed.
Dislocation glide rates
Dislocation glide is treated by assuming that each disl~ation is pinned at an obstacle for some length of time 7. After r has elapsed, the dislocation frees itself from the obstacles and glides, instantaneously, over the distance I, to the next obstacle position where it will be pinned for another time 7. The kaiting time, 7, is the time required for the dislocation to overcome its immediate obstacle. In the present model, dislocations may free themselves only be climbing away from the obstacle. Neither obstacle cutting nor dislocation bowing around obstacles (and pinching off) are treated. Given this simplification, r becomes the climb distance, h, divided by the climb velocity, Vclimb. The glide veloc-ity may then be written as:
Expressions for I, and h depend upon the treatment of obstacle spacing and the nature of the dislocation-obstacle interaction.
The glide model used in the code is described by Olander [23] and attributed to Harkness [24] . In this model, dislocation glide is assumed to be impeded by an array of voids. As shown in fig. 2 , associated with each void is a lead dislocation which is assumed to be permanently pinned. Subsequent mobile dislocations must climb to a height sufficient to overcome the dislocation-dislocation repulsive force before gliding past the barrier. The effective barrier height h is dependent on the applied shear stress through the expression:
h= Gb
87r(l -Y)Uxxy~
The value of the glide distance, I,, is computed from the probability that a void will intersect a dislocation's slip plane. For voids forming a simple cubic structure,
Dislocation climb rates
The dislocation climb velocity is governed by the rate at which the dislocation absorbs an excess of either vacancies or interstitials. The climb velocity is related to the differential absorption rate by the relation [21]: Climb = g b Jnett (7) where Jnet = Jint -J,,,. Vclimb is defined to be positive for Jne, > 0. The net absorption rates for each type of defect sink (dislocations, voids, etc.) are calculated via steady state reaction rate theory. The absorption rates are expressed as the products of bulk average defect concentrations, C, and sink absorption rate constants, k. The defect concentrations are determined through the point defect balance equations. The equations may be expressed as [25]:
Pi -K;C; -Kc;c, = 0,
where (8) P, is the production rate of the a-type defect, C,, is the concentration of the o-type defect, K, is the total absorption rate constant for the a-type defect, K, = Ej=sitisk& $ is the thermal vacancy generation rate. The treatment of these equations is described in many of the references cited earlier, specifically ref. [25] . As written, the balance equations do not account for the influence of point defect trapping. Because the model is applied only to pure single crystal metals, the effect of trapping is likely to be negligible. It must be noted that the production rates Pi and P, are the rates at which free interstitials and vacancies are produced by the damaging radiation. A value of 0.25 for the production efficiency was selected here in order to maximize agreement between void swelling measurements and preliminary computations.
The true values of the production efficiency is poorly known and often used as a tuning parameter.
Another important consideration is that no account is made for self-ion injection during the irradiation. The inclusion of such an effect would raise Pi slightly relative to P,. This increase will impact most heavily on systems in which the point defect biases are low.
The recombination coefficient, K, is expressed in its usual form as being proportional to the interstitial diffusion coefficient. The exact formulation is given by Wolfer [24] . 4 is the thermal vacancy emission rate and is used to reflect the fact that at finite temperature there is a non-zero equilibrium concentration of vacancies in the material. There is also a non-zero concentration of interstitials but the value is so low as to be negligible [12] . Because the sample is treated as being infinite, surfaces are ignored and the only sources of thermally generated vacancies are the microstructural sinks. The total generation rate is given by the sum of generation rates at each sink. Each of these terms is written as the product of the vacancy rate constant for the sink and the vacancy concentration at the sink surface. The concentrations are taken to be in ~uilib~um with both the temperature and the stress state at the surface of the sink. This condition accounts for both thermal and stress driven vacancy emission. The exact formulations are given in refs.
[23] and [24] .
The rate constants k' are composed of three factors; a geometric factor, G, a capture efficiency, Z, and the defect diffusion coefficient, D, [25] The factors G and 2 have been calculated via a number of varying techniques and these calculations have been reviewed at length by Nichols 1271. The factors used in this study were computed by Wolfer [12, 13, 26] . In the case of voids and straight edge dislocations the geometric factors may be written, G vad = 4nR void I c edge = 2~/fn(R,/ah w where R,, is the void radius, R, is the radius of the outer boundary of the dislocation diffusion cell (R, = 0.5~-'/~), a is the inner cell boundary radius at which the defects are considered to be absorbed (a = 4b), and p is the dislocation density.
The capture efficiencies, written for either vacancies or interstitiafs depending on the choice of values for certain parameters ((Y = i or v), are expressed as [12, 13, 28] :
where a value of 0.3 has been assumed for the elastic Poisson's ratio and the other parameters are given in table 1. These expressions were selected because they are more complete than other treatments available in the literature. Simpler expressions are likely to take insufficient account of significant contributions to the sink strengths.
Having reviewed all of the models that directly pertain to the generation of strains, attention is turned to the models needed to quantify the evolution of the microstructure. Specifically, the nucleation of voids and the generation and annihilation of dislocations is discussed.
Void nucleation
Numerous theoretical models of void nucleation have been proposed and developed [29, 30] . Unfortunately, the current state of these models is such that they do not generate accurate descriptions of observed void number densities and show unrealistically large sensitivities to variations in certain parameters such as surface energy [20] . Because the mechanism-based nucleation models are so inaccurate, simple empirically derived void models are utilized, thus violating (out of necessity) the self-consistency criterion.
In this treatment, the void model was developed from data taken during self ion bombardment studies of solution annealed nickel [20] . The experimental conditions are described in table 2. From the data, Nvoid is related to temperature at a fixed dose, dose rate, starting microstructure and stress. This is shown in fig. 3 . The effects of other parameters are discussed below.
The variation of Nvoid with dose is accounted for by assuming that all the voids observed are present at time zero, but as very small (15 A) nuclei; i.e., Nvoid is taken to be constant in time. For an ion irradiation in which no helium is generated, this assumption is reasonabiy accurate. Whitley (311 observed the dose dependent void number density under similar experimental conditions and found that Nvoid was virtually constant beyond 0.5 dpa for dose rates ranging from 5 x 10s4 to 2 X lOA dpa/s. This indicates that the voids nucleate only during the very early stages of irradiation.
The influence of stress on void density has been found to be significant. The correlation used in this study was developed from data supplied by Brager for solution annealed type 316SS (321. The relation may be expressed, where the values of Nvoid(O, T) are taken from fig. 3 for temperatures between 425 and 625°C. Voids are assumed to grow from an initial radius of 15 A. Although the value of the starting radius is arbitrary, it has little effect on the results. The void size distribution is therefore, a delta function. Processes which cause a spread in the distribution, such as coalescence are not treated in this model.
Dislocation generation and annihilation
The dose evolution of the network dislocation density results from competition between generation and annihilation mechanisms. This competition is expressed by Wolfer [17] as: $ Pnet = B &imb &et -A &imbdet 1 (14) where A and B are material parameters, dependent on the microstructure of the material, I/climb is the dislocation climb velocity, and pnet is the network dislocation density. Physically, the first term represents the generation of dislocation line length due to the bowing of pinned edge dislocations.
The second term reflects annihilation due to dislocations of opposite sense climbing into close proximity. As illustrated by Wolfer, eq. (14) predicts that p approaches a saturation value given by p,,, = B/A and that the rate at which saturation is approached is governed by B. The dislocation model may be fit to experimental results but adjusting these two parameters.
For the present effort, the model was fit to experimental dislocation density values measured along with the void size measurements discussed earlier [20] . The temperature dependent, measured dislocation density is plotted as a solid line in fig. 3 . These values were measured at 13.0 dpa and are all assumed to be at equilibrium saturation levels. The flat region, between 425 and 550°C reflects the insensitivity of the network dislocation density to temperature.
In this regime it is assumed that the bulk of the dislocation density can be attributed to edge dislocations and that loop line length may be ignored. As discussed by Gamer [16] , at temperatures where the thermal emission of defects may be taken as small (< 600°C) the network dislocation density is observed to be insensitive to temperature, but the line length attributed to loops maintain a strong temperature dependence.
In fig. 3 , the relative insensitivity of total dislocation density to temperature (from 425 to 5SO°C) suggests that over this range only a small part of With Ny,id( r, u) and p(t) models set to the availathe total could be due to loops. At higher temperatures, ble data, the models are now tuned. The next step is to the drop in dislocation density may by due to thermal determine the response of the system to stress in order enhanced annihilation [17] .
to calculate the creep behavior. The ratio of B/A, psa,, was set to 1.2 X 1014 mm2 in order to match the experimental dislocation density values between 425 and 550°C. The value of B was set to 3.0 X lo7 m-' to match measurements of both dislocation density and void swelling. The constant was selected such that the dislocation density saturates by 13 dpa, and the temperature dependent swelling calculations agree with measurements. The value selected for B was compared to the value expected from Wolfer's [17] theoretical model and found to be larger by a factor of 30. The theoretical value of B depends quite strongly on the distance between pinning centers responsible for dislocation bowing. Since Wolfer's treatment did not explicitly include voids as pinning centers, it is reasonable to assume that the theoretical value of B will differ significantly from B in a solid with a high void density. The dose dependent dislocation density is given in fig. 4 and the temperature dependent end-of-life (EOL) dislocation density and swelling are given in fig. 3 , respectively. The calculated values agree quite well with experiment.
Calculational methodology
The models discussed above comprise the macromodel which is cast as a quasi-steady state computer code, illustrated in fig. 1 . For a given time step, environmental and materials parameters are used to compute the terms in the point defect balance equations, eq. (8). This system is solved to yield the bulk average interstitial and vacancy concentrations. The defect concentrations are used to compute the dislocation climb velocities and void growth rates. The climb velocities along with microstructural information are input to the glide model which determines dislocation glide velocities. The climb and glide velocities are then used to determine the strain rate tensor via eqs. (l) , (2) and (3). Finally, the climb velocities are input to the dislocation generation and annihilation model which computes dp/dt. This value, along with the void growth rate and the time step length are used to update the microstructure for the beginning of the next time step. 
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Model performance
The model is tuned using the set of conditions designated as base case #I in fig. 5 . This parameter set serves as a zero-stress reference case. Base case f2 results from applying a stress to base case #1 and serves as the reference case for performing creep calculations. The end-of-life (EOL) dose is 13 dpa.
The variables investigated were dislocation density, void number density, void radius, swelling strain and creep strain (due to climb and glide mechanisms). The parameters varied were dose, dose rate, temperature, stress and initial ~crost~cture.
A test matrix is given in fig. 5. 
I. Effect of dose
The dose dependence of creep, swelling and dislocation density was investigated for the case designated Base Case #2 and is shown in fig. 6 . As expected, dislocation density increases during the early part of irradiation, approaching a saturation level at about 7 dpa. Void swelling increases with dose and the swelling rate also increases from zero to a value of 0.14% Ak'/v per dpa after about 6 dpa. The swelling rate increases with p and becomes constant once p saturates. A linear dose dependence of void swelling has been observed by several experimenters [3, 33, 34] . The creep strain also increases with dose in a fashion similar to that of void swelling. The creep curve becomes linear at low (= 4 dpa) dose and assumes a creep rate of 0.083% per dpa. The linear dose dependence of steady state creep is widely observed in fee metals [26, 35, 36] . The creep strain results almost entirely from dislocation glide rather than climb since the ratio of creep strain due to glide over that due to climb is more than three orders of magnitude.
Also plotted in fig. 6 is the dose dependence of void radius. As shown, the growth rate increases quickly at first and then levels off to a constant value as p saturates. Near the end of life, the dose dependence becomes slightly less than linear. From the beginning to the end of life, the dose exponent of void radius changes from roughly 1.2 to 0.5. As with swelling, the dose evolution of RvOid is consistent with measurements [31j. The most significant result of this case is the coupling of creep rate, swelling rate and void growth rate to the evolution of the dislocation density. The coupling is responsible for the initial increase in time of each of these rates. A model that did not include dislocation evolution would predict these rates as being constant in time.
Effect of temperature
The temperature dependence of EOL creep strain is plotted in fig. 7 for temperatures ranging from 425 to 625°C. Also plotted here are the teniperature profiles of void swelling, void number density and void radius. As shown, the temperature behavior of creep closely follows that of swelling. The temperature dependence of creep has not been definitively established experimentally and various authors report this dependence as being increasing [26] or decreasing [36, 37] .
Above the peak creep-swelling temperature, the decrease in creep and swelling strain with increasing temperature is due primarily to the decrease in dislocation density at these temperatures (see figs. 3 and 4) . The reduced dislocation density may be related to the low void number density which exists at higher temperatures. Since few voids develop, the driving force for point defect migration is retarded and subsequently, dislocation climb is slowed. The reduction in climb rate prevents the dislocation density from evolving to appreciable levels and the creep and swelling rates remain low. Without the interplay between microstructural evolution and strain generation, the predicted behavior could be drastically different.
Effect of microstructure
The effect of starting microstructure was investigated by performing a simulation similar to Base Case #2 but with an initial dislocation density of 7 X lOi m-'. The results of this run are plotted in fig. 8 . It should be recalled that since the void nucleation model was developed solely for the solution annealed case, it is not expected to adequately describe the behavior of cold worked material. As such, the investigation of microstructural effects must be considered preliminary.
As expected, the dislocation density decreased with dose from the initial state to the saturation level found in Base Case t2. As in Base Case #2, the change took place over the first 7 dpa. Once the dislocation saturation level has been reached, swelling and creep rates attain values very near those of Base Case #2. Early in life, as p is decreasing, both swelling and creep rates are higher than in Base Case #2 and saturate more quickly. This indicates that peak swelling and creep conditions exist for a dislocation density slightly higher than the saturation level of 'Base Case #2. EOL swelling and creep strains are higher in the case of a high dislocation density but this is thought to be attributable to the inadequacy of the void nucleation model. In practice, cold work generally postpones void nucleation [33] and hence the curves would be shifted to the right, reducing EOL strains.
Effect of dose rate
The effect of dose rate was investigated by running a simulation similar to Base Case # 2 but with a dose rate of 1 X 10e6 dpa/s ( fig. 9 ). This rate, 700 times lower than used previously, is considered typical of fast reactor (EBR-II) irradiation [38] . Again, it is recalled that since the model was not designed to treat the low dose rate case, results must be interpreted with care. Creep, swelling and dislocation evolution all proceed much faster (per dpa) at the lower dose rate. Relative to Base Case #2, the swelling and creep rates (dpa-') are enhanced by factors of 16.5 and 19.4 respectively. The dislocation density approaches its saturation value in less than 1 dpa instead of 7 dpa and the saturation level is slightly lower than in Base Case #2. Although the specific numerical values of this run may not be significant, a key result is that all process rates (when expressed per dpa) are much higher at the lower dose rate. This result is seen to stem from the fact that as dose rate (defect production rate} is increased, the fraction of defects destined for mutual annihilation (and therefore not for absorption at sinks) increases. The fraction of defects which migrate to sinks, causing the microstructure to evolve, decreases with increasing dose rate. Therefore, when the rates are expressed per unit dose (per unit defect produced) they are seen to decrease with increasing dose rate. An inverse relation between strain rates and dose rates has been experimentally observed in a number of instances. Foster [35] found that when comparing creep rates between fast and thermal reactor experiments that, per Fast neutron, creep rates in the thermal spectra were consistently 2.5 times higher than those measured in the fast spectra. Lewthwaite and Mosedale [39] also obtained an inverse relation when relating creep rate to dose rate in various fast reactor spectra. A similar dose rate dependence was observed in the swelling behavior of self-ion irradiated nickel [20] . At their respective "peak-swelling" temperatures, samples irradiated at 7 x 10m4dpa/s displayed a larger swelling rate (per dpa) than those irradiated at 7 X 10e2 dpa/s.
Effect of stress
The effect of stress was investigated over the range of -50 to + 100 Mpa (tensile) applied along the [llO] direction. The response of EOL creep, swelling and void behavior is plotted in fig. 10 . The dose dependent dislocation density was not noticeably altered and therefore not plotted.
As expected, void number density and void swelling are both enhanced by tensile stress. This result is in agreement with Ehrlich [33] who reports that swelling increases linearly with hydrostatic stress. Void radius is a decreasing function of tensile stress; the decrease in size resulting from the fact that a constant number of The steady state irradiation creep strain also increases linearly with stress as expected. As illustrated in fig. 10 , there is a slight difference in slope from the compretisive to the tensile side of the plot. If the only effect of stress on the system were on h through eq. (5), then c(u) = -c( -a) and no change in slope would occur. However, there is also a stress effect on the glide distance, I,, through its dependence of Nvoid and RVOi, (eq. (6)) and it is this effect which is responsible for the change in slope in fig. 10 .
Creep coefficients have, however, been measured for polycrystalline nickel under a variety of experimental conditions [35, 36, and it is somewhat instructive to compare these values to the results obtained above. The available creep coefficients measured for nickel span a range from 8 X 10m6 (ref. [36] ) to 375 X 10eh (ref.
[42]) dpa-' Mpa-'. Although these values include both neutron and ion irradiations, all these data were taken at temperatures and dose rates significantly lower than those studied with the present model. In addition, the measurements reflect a wider variety of material conditions and stress states. The computed results are lower than the measured coefficients, but the values are within an order of magnitude. As discussed below, the fact that the computed values are lower than the measurements can in part be explained by the fact that higher dose rates were used in the simulations.
Given that steady state creep strain is determined to be linear in both dose and stress, a "creep coefficient" may be computed. This coefficient is defined as strain per unit dose and unit stress and is useful for comparing various creep correlations. As shown in table 3, the creep coefficients computed with the glide model range from 3.4 x 10m6 to 21.7 x 1O-6 dpa-' Mpa-' over the temperatures investigated. These results correspond to the simulation of solution annealed, single crystal nickel The fact that the computed creep coefficients are in reasonable agreement with measurements indicates that the glide model is a fairly good description of events occurring in the real material assuming that the simplification in crystal structure is appropriate. The glide model is based on the premise that voids are the dominant pinning centers, and that alternate centers such as dislocation network inters~tions may be ignored. This assumption may be supported, at least in these cases, by comparing the glide distance that result from taking either voids or dislocation intersections as the controlling pinning centers. From eq. (6), E"Qid= (2R"*id'v"oid)-1'2. s (15) For an intersection controlled model, the glide distance Table 4 Ratio of dislocation intersection-controlled to void-controlled glide distances
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(10'2 m-') (lOI mm3) (lo-" m) control. This comparison supports the initial assumption that glide is void controlled. It should be noted, however, that in comparison to nickel, structural materials such as stainless steel generally display a larger dislocation density and a smaller void population, As such the void control assumption may not be entirely applicable to these situations.
Conclusions
A computational macromodel has been developed to estimate creep strain, swelling and microstructure evolution in single crystal nickel during irradiation. The model combines the rate theory of creep and swelling with the ability to track the evolution of the dislocation network. The macromodel serves as a first attempt to develop a self-consistent description of dislocation evolution and its relation to the strain producing dislocation mechanisms.
The importance of the coupling of microstructural evolution to strain generation has been illustrated by the computer experiments presented in the text. The coupling is directly responsible for the following results: -The "steady state" creep rate increases with dose from zero to its ultimate value. The increase results from the changes in dislocation density with dose. _ At high temperatures, creep strain decreases with increasing temperature.
The decrease is related to a reduced dislocation density which is caused by the lower void number density that exists at higher temperature. _ Steady state creep is linear in stress, but there is a discontinuity in slope at a=O. The discontinuity results from the influence of stress on the void number density. None of these results would have been predicted if the microstructural evolution had not been tracked. It is clear that the explicit coupling of microstructural evolution to the strain producing models is necessary if all the important features of the mechanisms are to be revealed.
The greatest deficiency of the present macromodel is the isolation of void nucleation from the rest of the code.
To develop a completely self-consistent model, void nucleation must be included as a rate equation and integrated in concert with the other models.
